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I might have been a joke, but at least people were talking about me. He is portrayed by Penn Badgley. Dan has
an on-again, off-again relationship with Serena van der Woodsen and the two have the longest running
relationship on the show. Dan and Serena finally get married in the finale. In the sixth season , Dan reveals
himself to be the anonymous blogger known as Gossip Girl. He, Blair and Serena are the only characters that
appear in every episode of the TV series. Although accepted to Yale, he ends up attending NYU. He had a
crush on Serena van der Woodsen that eventually evolved into a relationship that became the longest on the
show. Dan is clever, as he was basically the smartest in his class, and also witty and patient; he works hard for
what he wants and normally achieves his goals. Although inexperienced with plotting and manipulation, he
demonstrates promise when scheming with Blair. Dan reveals at the end of the series that he was Gossip Girl
from the beginning for a way for him to win Serena by writing himself into the Upper East Side, a task he
succeeded in by the end of the series. In the finale, Dan and Serena get married , surrounded by friends and
family. His absent mother Jeanette ran off with a European aristocrat, but returns to support Dan when she
hears of his sexual confusion. Dan and his family live on the liberal-cultured and artistic Upper West Side , the
alternative of the old moneyed and conservative Upper East Side. He attends the Riverside Preparatory School
for Boys, where wealthy playboy Chuck Bass attends, as a scholarship student. At the end of the series, he
matriculates to Evergreen State College in Washington. He is described as being attractive and sensitive, loves
to write poetry, and one of his poems, Sluts, was featured in The New Yorker. He over analyzes and is easily
frustrated. Dan is very close and protective of little sister Jenny who attends an exclusive private school, called
the Constance Billard School for Girls , a small, elite, all-girls school. Dan originally harbors a crush on
Serena and the two briefly date, but break up after finding they have nothing in common. He realizes he has
feelings for Vanessa Abrams and they enter a relationship, despite breaking up and getting back together
several times. Differences on Television Adaptation Dan is one of the characters who stayed pretty true to his
portrayal in the books. His infatuation with Serena remains one of the biggest differences, as in the books,
their relationship is fleeting; as opposed to the series, where they are on and off through the duration. Also in
the books, Dan is addicted to coffee and cigarettes but neither is shown to be of extreme interest in the show.
Television Series Season One Dan makes his first appearance in Pilot , where he plans to help Rufus spread
the word about a concert featuring himself and his old band Lincoln Hawk. When he hears Serena van der
Woodsen has returned to the city and is living at the Palace Hotel, he goes to try and talk to her. While there,
he accidentally runs right into her and ends up with her cell phone. While on their date, he gets a text from
Jenny Humphrey , who needs saving from Chuck Bass at the party. He and Serena head over and save her, but
he awkwardly waves to her at the end of the night. Blair, who is still angry at Serena for sleeping with her
boyfriend Nate Archibald , informs Dan of what she did. After the two briefly argue, they agree not to see
each other again because their worlds are too different. After seeing Blair out Serena for a nonexistent drug
problem, then seeing Serena take the fall to protect her brother Eric van der Woodsen , Dan tells her that if she
ever wants to get together and not talk, they can Poison Ivy. In an attempt to fix things, Dan invites Serena out
for a movie but is let down when she cancels at the last minute to support Blair. He agrees, but gets there in
time to see her fight with Blair over Eleanor choosing to feature her instead. He sits down with Blair, and
gives her some advice; citing an example of wanting to tell his mother Alison Humphrey to either come home
or stay away, but not being able to. They agree to act somewhat civil to each other and he and Serena make
plans for another date Bad News Blair. In Dare Devil , Dan and Serena go on their first real date. He plans for
the date he thinks she wants: He tries to act cool, but soon figures out that she wanted a real Humphrey date.
They leave the restaurant, and end up at a bar where they play pool. While there, Rufus calls him to pass along
the message from Lily van der Woodsen that Eric is missing from his room at The Ostroff Center. After
awhile, they track down Eric, who is at a bar with Blair and Jenny. They return him to the center and share
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their first kiss at the end of the night. They hang out, but he neglects to tell her about his relationship with
Serena, who becomes jealous of Vanessa. At the same time, Jenny wants in to the ball and Vanessa helps her
sneak in. Where there, she sees Dan and Serena together and she confronts him about their unresolved
feelings. He admits that while he had feelings for her in the past, he now like Serena. At the end of the
episode, they make up. Serena and Vanessa act awkwardly around each other at first, but eventually warm up
over playing Guitar Hero. He admits to her that relationships are all new to him, but that he really does want
her to be the one person he can tell anything to. A flashback to the prior Thanksgiving shows that Dan saved a
drunken Serena from being hit by a cab. She informs Dan that he will never be good enough for Serena, and
he retaliates by becoming her date to the ball. However after Dan discovers CeCe offered to pay off Rufus to
keep him away, he tells Serena; who becomes upset and they decide not to go together. At the ball, Serena
realizes Dan was right and they make up Hi, Society. On Christmas, Dan gives Serena a copy of his first story
about the day they met at a party he was accidentally invited to. After Serena throws a pool part that gets out
of hand, Dan and everyone else is threatened with expulsion. Serena, realizing he is very important to her,
decides to save his future by turning herself in School Lies. She later admits that she bought the tests for Blair,
and unbeknownst to them, Jenny overhears. Angry at Blair, she confirms a rumor about her to Nate, who ends
his friendship with Chuck and break up with Blair. That evening, she goes to the loft and he explains exactly
why he loves her. She encourages Serena to go out, and drugs her the night before the SATs. Dan becomes
worried about her, and assumes it has to do with the recent meshing of the VDW-Bass families. Georgina,
who becomes angry after Serena tells her never to contact her again, "accidentally" runs into Dan in the park
and introduces herself as Sarah. Dan is suspicious of him and his suspicions are confirmed after he sees Asher
kissing a boy. Dan tries to get Serena and Sarah to meet, but becomes annoyed when Serena tells him not to
trust her. At a dinner, Georgina lets it slip to Serena and Lily that Eric is gay. When he arrives, Blair, Chuck,
and Nate try to prevent him from seeing a hungover and unstable Serena. However, she emerges and lies that
she cheated on him the night before to keep him from finding out her real secret. In order to help her find
closure, Blair, Chuck, and Nate team up to find Georgina and end the blackmail. Meanwhile, Georgina as
Sarah concocts a lie to Dan that she changed her name to hide from an abusive and obsessive ex. She also
admits that she has feelings for him and the two kiss. However, he realizes he misses her and goes off to find
her in the Hamptons. At the party, he makes up with Serena and they spend the night on the beach together.
Soon after, Dan returns to the city but keeps hooking up with Serena, eventually deciding to get back together
Never Been Marcused. They talk after being trapped in a elevator during a black out, and break up again The
Dark Night. On the first day of school, Dan and Serena act awkwardly to each other but agree to try and be
friends. He meets a new girl, Amanda Lasher , and they go out together. Blair, not wanting Serena to get hurt,
plots to split Dan and Amanda up. Dan, wanting to go to Yale, tries to get Noah Shapiro to write him a
recommendation. He encourages Dan to get out of his comfort zone, so Dan begins hanging out with Chuck.
He learns all sorts of personal things, such as that Chuck believes he killed his mother because she died during
childbirth. On one of their outings, Chuck mistakenly assumes a woman is an escort and is threatened by her
boyfriend. To stop the escalating fight, Dan punches the guy but gets both of them arrested for brawling in
public. Chuck thanks him for having his back but takes it back after learning Dan was writing about him.
During a visit to Yale, Nate, knowing everyone there hates his father for his crimes, pretends to be Dan.
Meanwhile, Dan finds out he needs another recommendation and runs around campus trying to get it. Dan
reveals that Nate is lying about who he is, but gets his work submitted. Meanwhile, Chuck is kidnapped by a
secret society who promise to let him in if he brings Nate to them. Not wanting to hurt his best friend, Chuck
tells them Dan is Nate. After returning to New York, Nate invites Dan to play soccer in the park. He finds that
Nate is living with the bare minimum after his family lost all their money. He tells Jenny, who suggests he
invite Nate over for dinner to convince him to stay. Dan encourages her to, and gives her enough confidence to
do it. However, he learns that recently Chuck and Blair used Vanessa in one of their games and decides to
instill doubt in Blair over what Chuck will say. As a result, Chuck and Blair are more at odds than ever.
Serena admits to Dan that she genuinely thought he could help Blair be brave. Dan realizes he messed up and
tells Chuck that Blair was going to reveal how she felt until he stopped her. He starts hanging out with Bart,
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pretending to be interested in his business, but Chuck is suspicious. After meeting with a source, Dan
discovers that Bart burnt down a building years ago to collect insurance money.
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2: OU football: Creed Humphrey representing home state on Sooner offensive line
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Creed Humphrey representing home state on Sooner offensive line Published: Wed, September 12, 6:
Humphrey, a redshirt freshman, is now the starting center. Not since has a freshman started at center for the
Sooners. Ty Darlington made one start that season as a true freshman. Humphrey, a redshirt freshman, is likely
to start at center for the rest of the season after winning the job in Week 2. After an inauspicious false start on
the first play, Humphrey settled in. Humphrey was a three-star prospect from Shawnee High School and the
fifth-ranked center in the signing class, according to Rivals. He redshirted last season and entered the
offseason in a position battle with fifth-year senior Jonathan Alvarez. It was a battle between upside and
experience. After the staff awarded the season-opening start to Alvarez, it was Humphrey who ran out with the
first-team offense against UCLA. A center is the quarterback of the offensive line. He has to call out the right
defensive fronts and give his fellow linemen the correct assignments. The guards flanking him are both
seniors. Humphrey is the young man in the middle. Humphrey, even when he played tackle his junior season,
would still call out the defensive fronts as a center would do. But flipping between tackle and center was
nothing compared to where Humphrey would sometimes line up in his sophomore season. He had yet to grow
into his current 6-foot-5 and pound frame, but even then he was a massive tight end. Brown laughs as he
remembers taking Humphrey to seven-on-seven camps in the summer. Humphrey was not made available for
an interview, but Brown offered a glimpse into his personality. Not only that, but his leadership regardless of
his lack of experience. Humphrey is expected to notch his first road start Saturday at Iowa State. Brown was
driving to Wichita Falls, Texas to watch his son coach last weekend when his phone blew up. There were 50
to 60 texts about his former Shawnee star earning a start for the Sooners.
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3: Humphrey: Meaning Of Name Humphrey
Dan Humphrey, a character on the television series Gossip Girl Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker, a character in James
Joyce's novel Finnegans Wake Jenny Humphrey, a character on the television series Gossip Girl.

Lacking self-confidence because she is not as rich as the other girls, she sells her sewing machine and barters
an expensive dress she stole from one of her friends. But Blair and Eric out Asher at his own party, and Jenny
confesses that she lied about having sex with him. Season 2[ edit ] At the beginning of season 2, Jenny spends
her summer working hard as a new intern for Eleanor Waldorf Designs. She apologizes to Eric for her
behavior the previous season. When she changes the seating arrangement Blair had planned, Blair retaliates by
telling Rufus that Jenny has been skipping school, and he confronts her. The dress is a huge hit with the
audience and the fashion show is a big success. Eleanor later praises Jenny for her work. At work, Jenny
befriends Agnes Andrews Willa Holland , a model who convinces her to start her own fashion line. Rufus tries
to get her arrested but is stopped by Lily. On Thanksgiving, Lily finds the papers after discovering that Jenny
has been hiding in their apartment with Eric, and warns Rufus. Rufus and Jenny reconcile after a little
persuasion from Eleanor and she returns home. Nate breaks up with her after she helps to humiliate Vanessa at
the ball. She almost drops out, but Blair gives her a touching speech about keeping her eye on the prize. In the
end Blair chooses Jenny and crowns her queen of Constance. Worried that Jenny is turning into a typical
Queen Bee, Eric and Jonathon attempt an intervention, but are humiliated by Jenny and her clique. The plan
backfires, and Jenny instead secures Nate to escort her, winning her the respect of the Queens at every prep
school on the Upper East Side. Jenny, who is a virgin, backs out at the last minute, causing Damien to break
up with her, leaving her to face her family. Nate rescues Jenny before anything happens to her. Rufus
overhears this and grounds Jenny to the Humphrey apartment in Brooklyn. It is discovered that William has
lied to Lily about her condition and been giving her drugs that make her sick in a plot to win her back from
Rufus. When William is about to be held accountable, she quickly runs to William and warns him, telling him
the police are coming to get him, and urges him to escape. Back at the van der Woodsen penthouse she reveals
that she warned William and says she wishes her family could go back to normal: Rufus says the only thing
that needs to return to normal is Jenny. No one loves you except your daddy. Afterward, Blair arrives willing
to take Chuck back and Jenny sneaks out. She breaks down in tears to Eric, telling him that everyone hates her
and that she slept with Chuck. Eric tells Dan, who confronts Chuck just as he is about to propose to Blair.
Jenny, in tears, leaves with Rufus and Lily. A week later, she says her goodbyes to her family and leaves to
finish high school with her mother in Hudson. Blair finds Jenny preparing for an interview with Tim Gunn ,
and grants her a special day pass. This results in Blair and Jenny scheming against each other, and Jenny
eventually telling Gossip Girl that she lost her virginity to Chuck, not Damien Dalgaard. While Jenny is left
feeling victorious, a defeated Blair blames Chuck. Jenny ultimately realises the damage of her return and
decides to leave for good, telling Blair and Chuck that their vindictive games against each other will soon
destroy them both. Juliet and Vanessa Skype Jenny, asking for help to take down Serena. But when Serena
ends up in the hospital after being drugged by Juliet, Jenny tells Juliet that she is going to come clean with
everyone about their scheme. Juliet warns her that she will be going down alone. After confessing to Blair, she
says she would love to help her take down Juliet, but she should return to Hudson rather than become involved
in another scheme. Season 6[ edit ] In the final episode of the series, it is revealed that Jenny knew that her
brother, Dan Humphrey, was the mysterious blogger behind Gossip Girl. Together they create their own
clothing line, "J for Waldorf". News later confirmed that producers did not pick up the spin-off. Her brilliant
idea to sew pills into jacket paillettes could have easily won her a "Project Runway" challenge! Despite the
illegality of it all, it was nice to see Jenny put her wit and wiles to use Gibbs, from TV Fanatic, gave the
episode a 3. Have fun with it like Jenny Humphrey does, and listen to your fashion sense. Go to a vintage or
thrift store and have it tailored so it looks like Marc Jacobs [
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4: Keith Chatfield | Open Library
Although My Brother's Keeper was an award acceptance speech, Humphrey did not shy away from addressing the
subject of the conference in relation to Canadian affairs. This speech provides insight into Humphrey's view on Meech
Lake and his discontent with Canadian political affairs.

Tyler and worked at Home Depot before a car accident in , which resulted in a traumatic brain injury. He is
survived by his parents, Dr. Box , Mount Prospect, IL http: I am thankful to have had Luke in my life. Luke
was a wonderful brother. He was funny, confident and full of life. Luke was a hard worker. He took pride in
his appearance, his possessions and made lasting friendships. Luke had a great life, a promising future and
parents who loved him. I am thankful that I will be able to celebrate my birthday every year with him. Fly
with the angels, Luke. To my beloved son, As the family knelt by your grave, we read the Bible verse that I
read to you everyday in the hospital, Psalm Everyone shared a funny story about Luke. He loved to pull
pranks and never forgot April Fools Day. He made funny faces in every picture he took. Luke loved life; he
loved everyone. There was such a purity about him and a genuine smile for everyone. He was free spirit like
his mom; he took life right in stride. He was a great sport, a team player and an athlete. I knew as I knelt by
your grave that you were in my heart. The memories of 20 years of packing lunches, going to games, the
family vacation every year, going skiing-we had such happy times and no one can take away all our precious
memories. Luke was there with us that day. I could feel your smiling, glowing face; I could feel the warmth of
your character, and I know you are happy and free. I promised you, I will never give up the fight to have your
perpetrators brought to justice. I can feel your smiling face with me, and I feel your comfort. I know you are
here with me and Bill, Kari and Johnny. Luke, we love you, and you will always be in our hearts and minds!
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5: Humphrey | Robot Wars Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Imagination According to Humphrey (Humphrey Series #11) by Betty G. Birney Humphrey's eleventh adventure
celebrates stories, writing, and the power of the imagination! Imaginations are running wild in Mrs. Brisbane's class, but
Humphrey is stumped.

Share First appearance Book Series: She is portrayed by Taylor Momsen in the TV series. Contents [hide] 1
Book series background 1. She has an older sibling named Dan Humphrey, who is an aspiring poet. She
idolizes the former it-girl Serena van der Woodsen. Jenny is described as being caucasian American. She is
just under 5 feet with curly brown hair and DD breasts that are far too large for her short and slim figure, and
the books often describe her as thinking of getting a breast reduction surgery. Jenny is a talented aspiring
artist. Then she dated the enigmatic, Leo, with whom Jenny soon broke up because of his poor living
conditions. After a series of embarrassing situations and lessons in becoming her own person, including an
appearance in a teen magazine wearing only underwear, and staying the night in the Plaza Hotel with popular
band, The Raves, Jenny went off to attend Waverly Academy boarding school. She is now starring in her very
own book series, The It Girl, which features her as the new girl at Waverly Academy, whose resemblance to a
girl by the name of Tinsley may bring troubles in books to come. When Jenny arrives at Waverly, she finds
the students even more attractive, athletic, and intimidating than she imagined. She meets Yvonne Stidder, a
jazz ensemble geek, and decides not to hang out with her after her quick tour of the campus. Jenny then meets
her two new exceptionally beautiful and popular 11th grade roommates: She quickly learns that she has
replaced their old best friend: Easy and Jenny are given a formal hearing for this. This incident only furthers
the problems between Brett and Callie. Callie wants Jenny to cover for her, telling the student council that
Easy was there to see Jenny, not Callie. Brett thinks that Callie should stick up for herself and not allow Jenny
to be expelled. However, Jenny wants to be liked and decides to think about taking the blame at the hearing.
Callie sucks up to Jenny and even asks that she and Easy pretend to like each other, just so the whole situation
would look believable at the hearing. Callie never expected the twin artistic souls to become truly infatuated
with each other. Also unexpected is the return of Tinsley Carmichael, which occurs in Book 2: In Book 5, The
It Girl: Lucky, Jenny is expelled because she is held responsible for burning down the Miller barn but
someone bribes Mrs. Miller and Jenny does not get expelled. Her friend, Brett tells her this and they both think
that Jenny has a secret admirer, although everyone else thinks it was Easy. In reality it was Callie. She and her
family reside in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Her mother, Allison, left them temporarily to fulfill her dream of
becoming an artist. Jenny also has dark brown hair and eyes, unlike her TV appearance. She is a pretty, blond
freshman at Constance Billard. She is always desperately trying to fit in with the it crowd. She has been the
pawn of the main characters of many of the main cast, especially Blair Waldorf, from episodes one to nine.
The cool kids and former friends of Blair shun her and bring Jenny into their inner Queen Bee circle in
Episode However, Penelope has a major crush on Nate Archibald, who Jenny has become friends with. Jenny
turns to him after all of her friends have abandoned her and brings him to the popular restaurant where the
popular girls are. When they see Jenny with Nate, they immediately bring her back in. Blair, however, gets
even more angry with her, thinking that Jenny is trying to hook up with Nate. After a mess, Jenny thinks she
needs a Prince Charming to win the popular crowd. However, Blair and Eric out Asher at his own party, and
Jenny confesses that she lied about having sex with him. She tries to impress her boss, Laurel, by making her a
dress for the upcoming white party. Eric forgives her and brings her to the white party, where she meets up
with Tinsley Mortimer, a fashion designer who offers Jenny an internship at her designs. Jenny was flattered,
but politely turned down the offer, saying that she is learning enough right where she is. Blair finds out about
the change of seating, and is enraged Serena is in the spotlight now, and that this would break their tradition of
watching the fashion show from backstage, but also that Jenny was the one who caused the changes. She
swears payback to Jenny, and she finds it when she learns from Eleanor that Jenny has been helping out so
much at her company because she has an "independent study" semester hence Jenny has been skipping class
for the past two weeks. Though she is caught, Jenny refuses to return to school even after a scheduled meeting
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with the headmistress, and rushes back to help Eleanor and Laurel prepare for the fashion show. Jenny is in
charge of getting the runaway models ready, but Blair foils her job having persuaded the models to leave at the
last minute. However, Blair tries to ruin things once more for Serena by giving her the wrong dress for the
finale. Jenny is flabbergasted with Blair for messing with her but then realizes the real reason why she has
been trying to screw things up because of Serena. During the after party, Blair and Jenny share a friendly
moment. She is confronted by her father thereafter who pressures her to go back to school. Still, Jenny refuses;
making an affirmative statement when asked if she really did not care about going back to school. If Jenny
will take Rufus to work to see how committed she is to fashion, Rufus will let her be home-schooled. When he
runs into Lily, who lets him know how wonderful Jenny is at her job, Rufus decides she can be
home-schooled, and Vanessa drops off the transcripts. Meanwhile Nate and Dan are at Yale and they spend
sometime together and become friends. Dan mistakingly thought that they were to meet at Nates house so
when he arrived there was an evictian notice, chains around the door and Nate had been sleeping in a sleeping
bag in the living room. Later on Jenny phones Dan and the two devise a plan to get Nate round to their house.
It works out after a small misunderstanding and Nate is lodging at the Humphreys. Jenny meets some new
friends and Nate does not approve. She also starts a relationship with Nate after he rescues her from being
taken advantage of by an older photographer. When confronted by Jenny, Nate shows signs of interest and
Jenny goes in with a kiss. Just when she thought she had made a mistake, Nate pulls her back and the two
share a passionate episode-ending kiss. On their way out of the loft Dan and Nate come back from watching a
movie. Jenny pleads to let them go and she will tell their dad everything tomorrow. Desperately Seeking
Serena Broke Up: All About My Brother Reason: It was revealed that Asher was gay. Nate Archibald Start
Up: Pret-a-Poor-J Broke Up: The Magnificent Archibalds Reason:
6: Luke Forrest Humphrey â€“ TX â€“ NASGA
Trouble According to Humphrey (Humphrey Series #3) by Betty G. Birney Humphrey loves to solve problems for his
classmates in Room 26, but he never meant to create one! Golden-Miranda, one of his favorite students, gets blamed
when Humphrey is caught outside of his cage while she's in charge.

7: Hubert H. Humphrey - IMDb
Humphrey Repton, landscape gardener in Jane Austen's "Mansfield Park" Humphrey Appleby, character on British TV
series "Yes, Minister" Humphrey the Bear, Walt Disney cartoon character Humphrey, hamster in the "According to
Humphrey" series by Betty Birney Daniel Humphrey, character in the Gossip Girl series DI Humphrey Goodman,
detective.

8: Jenny Humphrey - Wikipedia
My brother married his daughter, Mira Humphrey Dale, a talented painter and artist in her own right. Though the book,
now long out of print, is somewhat difficult to find, it belongs in the library of any author who would delve deeply into the
human mind and is not afraid of what will be found there.

9: Lone wolf Humphrey Chapter Family, an alpha and omega fanfic | FanFiction
Jennifer Humphrey is the daughter of Rufus Humphrey, an editor of Beat poets who has never been published himself,
and Jeanette Humphrey, who ran off with a European aristocrat. She has an older brother, Dan Humphrey, an aspiring
writer.
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